
Hello!  In this guide I’ll be painting the Luke Skywalker Operative expansion for Star Wars: Legion.

 

As usual I’ve primed the figure in black, 
followed with some grey and white ze-

nithal highlights applied from above: 

For the hair I’m using English Uniform mixed with a little Black, and I’m going to 
wet blend in some Ice Yellow for the lighter areas:

Here I’ve painted the eyes with Deck 
Tan and provided pupils with a little 
Black (making necessary corrections 
with the surrounding skin tone as usu-

al!): 

I’m starting by painting the skin using Bugman’s Glow mixed with a little Black:
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I’m now going to paint the suit using 
a roughly 3:1 mix of Flat Black (3) and 

Abyssal Blue (1):

The Scalecolor paint gives the suit a 
suitably matte finish:

For the more shiny boots, belt, and right 
hand I’m using Vallejo’s Black mixed 
with a roughly equal amount of Dark 

Sea Blue:

I’m also giving the lightsaber an under-
coat of pure white:



I’m painting the lightsaber blade exactly as shown in the General Grievous paint-
ing video on YouTube, which just means painting it with Fluorescent Green: 

And then providing a gentle gradient with the addition of some White (which I 
might push a little further later on):

I’m now going to begin highlighting the 
suit by adding increasing amounts of 

Anthracite Gray to the base tone:



I’m now adding small amounts of Irati Green to begin building up some subtle 
Object Source Lighting:

Here I’m just adding some White to create a paler gray tone for the folded-back 
part of the top: 

I’m now just continuing to gently push 
the intensity of the OSL without going 

too far as it’s quite a matte surface:



I’m now going to highlight the skin with 
the addition of some Cadian Fleshtone:

And for the right side of Luke’s face and 
his exposed hand I’m adding some Irati 

Green:

For the lighter highlights I’m add-
ing some Spring Green to the Cadian 

Fleshtone:



We can also boost the levels of green by simply glazing on some Irati Green like I’m doing here for the right cheek:

And for the left side of the face I’m not 
using any green:

I’m now pushing the highlights further 
with the addition of some Ice Yellow:

This is now just Ice Yellow mixed with some Spring Green which I’m using to 
catch Luke’s right cheekbone, maybe the chin, as well as the knuckles:



I’m now going to highlight the hair by 
adding varying amounts of the greens 
(Irati Green, Spring Green) as well the 

Ice Yellow to the hair base tone:

Naturally I’m highlighting without the 
green for the left side and rear of the 

head:



I’m now going to highlight the leather 
areas by initially adding White to the 

Dark Sea Blue and Black base tone:

Along the way I’m incorporating some 
Irati Green for the areas I want to ap-

pear to be hit with the green light:

Because the leather is a lot more reflec-
tive compared to the suit we can really 
push the brightess and intensity of the 
highlights. For maximum brightness we 
can apply the Fluorescent Green over a 
white undercoat like I did here on the 

gloved hand:

Here on the right boot I also added 
some touches of white:



And then brushed some of the green 
tones on top.  (I actually found this a bit 

much so later toned it down a bit):

I’m now returning to the gently push the 
highlights a little further on the suit:

I’m now highlighting the handle of the lightsaber loosely using the grey and green 
tones from the palette:

And here on the buckle I’m creating a 
gradient with the blue-ish grey scale:

This is pretty optional, but to create a 
little more interest and tonal contrast 
I’ve decided to gently lighten the non 
OSL areas of the suit with the addition 
of some Bering Blue and some Violet:



I’m also introducing some of the Violet 
into the leather areas:

Here I’m just providing some black lin-
ing using Vallejo’s Black:

And I’m now providing some basing as described in the video series, so starting 
with some Brown Earth basing paste by Vallejo, along with a few cork rocks:



We can then apply some shade, followed with some turf, and I’m also giving the 
rocks some OSL:

I’ve also provided some grass tufts by 
Gamers Grass, and here I’m just adding 

a final highlight or two:

And this completes Luke Skywalker!





This process can be taken as far as you like; I’ve added another layer of Seraphim Sepia followed with some final scratch-
es:

Here I’m lightening the Balor Brown with a little White to really push the contrast:

We can then shade over the area with 
some Seraphim Sepia to help create a 

multi-layered richness:

Once dry we can continue applying the scratches, and for the brighter spots I’m 
using Balor Brown:

PAINT LIST:

Bugman’s Glow (GW)
Flat Black (SC)

Abyssal Blue (SC)
Black (VMC)

English Uniform (VMC)
Dark Sea Blue (VMC)

Fluorescent Green (VMC)
Anthracite Gray (SC)

Irati Green (SC)
White (SC)

Cadian Fleshtone (GW)
Spring Green (SC)
Ice Yellow (VMC)

Titanium White (Schmincke)
Bering Blue (SC)

Violet (SC)


